We’re on the inside looking out for you.
The Fagan Company provides the capabilities and services you need to succeed in today’s competitive business environment. When we’re on the inside looking out for you, we provide innovative strategies and products that can boost your bottom line, improve your overall productivity and quality of operations, and enable better overall performance from your existing assets, so your business can perform at a higher level.

For Service and Preventive Maintenance

Call: 913.621.4444
Visit: www.faganco.com

When we are on the inside looking out for you, we combine high-level expertise with today’s leading-edge technologies to ensure consistently comfortable and productive environments, while giving you maximum return on your investment.

What can we do for you?
For over 40 years, the Fagan Company has been providing comprehensive mechanical contracting, maintenance, and refrigeration services. Specializing in design/build and design/assist, our pre-construction and construction capabilities meet the requirements of virtually any project, no matter the size or complexity. When you need planned, emergency or other maintenance, our expert technicians use today’s most sophisticated diagnostic and testing equipment for early problem detection. Providing solutions that go beyond fixing problems to help maximize your assets. Add EMCOR's financial strength and worldwide knowledge transfer network, and you have a total solution provider, capable of supporting your business without draining your bottom line.

TODAY’S MOST ADVANCED HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPRESSOR technology for maximum productivity, energy efficiency, and cost savings
As a certified Danfoss Turbocor retrofit and start-up representative, Fagan can provide its customers with the high-performance benefits of today’s most advanced compressors. Combining such leading-edge aerospace and industrially proven technologies as digital electronics, microprocessor-controlled load leveling, and centrifugal compression, these devices have only one moving part. They are also the world’s first oil-free compressors specifically designed for today's water-cooled, evaporatively cooled, and air-cooled HVAC & R applications.

TURBOCOR COMPRESSORS OFFER: Impressive array of benefits designed to give you maximum productivity, energy efficiently, and long-term cost savings
- Reliable performance for maximum occupant comfort and productivity
- Extremely quiet operation that virtually eliminates tenant, zoning, and other complaints
- Significantly reduced energy waste with substantial savings
- Advanced “green” operation - Received highest point value available from the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED Program
- Faster maintenance at considerably lower cost

KEEPING YOUR SYSTEMS RUNNING FLAWLESSLY, so you can focus on your business without worries or downtime
Backed by our in-house design and engineering capabilities, Fagan’s professional technicians combine extensive hands-on experience with factory and in-house training to provide timely, high-quality construction, renovation, and service. That's one of the reasons why, in addition to our Turbocor certification, we are a factory-authorized start-up representative for Forma Scientific, Savant, and Thermoquest, and a value-added representative for the HillPHOENIX line of display cases, specialty cases, and refrigeration systems. The result is expertise you can count on to keep your systems running flawlessly, so you can do your job without doubts, worries, or downtime.

SATISFYING YOUR SHEET METAL and pipe fabrication requirements
Whether your project is routine or “fast-track,” the experts at our pipe fabrication shop and our 40,000 square-foot sheet metal manufacturing shop can produce the system components you need, no matter how exacting the standards or rigid the specifications.

MARKETS
- Biotech
- Commercial
- Healthcare
- Entertainment/Hospitality
- Financial Services
- Manufacturing/Industrial
- Public/Government
- Technology

TO FURTHER SERVE YOU... Other performance-enhancing options
No project is too small or too large for The Fagan Company. We offer a number of other capabilities designed to enhance your performance and increase your business success. For example, we design and install advanced building automation systems that give you convenient, flexible, and precise control of HVAC and other building systems from one central location. In addition, when time is critical, our special projects team of expert sheet metal workers, pipefitters, and service technicians provide systems from basic to complex on fast-track schedules.